
WHAT DO REASON AND RATIONAL THINKING OFFER US ABOUT THE TRUTH OF 

THE EXISTENCE OF GOD?                                                                                                                   
(Sermon 1 based on “God is good for you” by Greg Sheridan – Lent 2 – 17/3/19) 

This Sermon is the first in a series of four for the period of Lent, 

based on the book “God is good for you – A defence of 

Christianity in troubled times” by Greg Sheridan. The author is 

an Australian, and a Roman Catholic Layman in Sydney, and is a 

prominent foreign affairs journalist and commentator, and the 

foreign affairs editor for “The Australian” newspaper. His 

excellent and very readable book states the case very well that 

faith in God is in fact good for you and explores that statement 

from a number of angles. He also interviews a large number of 

people, especially politicians, about their faith and whether 

their faith is important to them and good for them. The book 

has become a bit of a best seller in Australian bookshops.  

Aristotle (384-322 BCE) was the first great thinker to explore the reasons for the existence 

of God. Not of course the God as we know God to be through the teachings of Jesus Christ. 

Aristotle, an ancient Greek philosopher, is the first most closely associated with reasoning 

out about the necessity for the existence of a single creative entity or God. It is interesting 

that the Greek philosophers came to the views they did about God although their 

intellectual environment was not what we might call conventionally religious. The God that 

Aristotle reasoned out as existing was nothing at all like the traditional gods of Greek 

Mythology. The next great philosopher who did most to build on the thoughts of Aristotle, 

and then incorporate them into a deeper Christian understanding of God, was Thomas 

Aquinas, a 13th century Dominican monk. Aquinas was heavily influenced by Aristotle and 

he developed his own five ways of demonstrating God’s existence. Aquinas was not writing 

with the purpose of converting anyone, but was trying to seek to understand the process of 

faith and of a rational belief in God. Aquinas did recognize that God is neither absolutely 

self-evident nor, on the other hand, completely beyond reason either. For Aquinas, this led 

to two opposite but equally true statements. If God was totally self-evident then there 

would be no need for faith. If belief in God was irrational then there is no God. So, he set 

out to explain that belief in God was rational. 

Here are Thomas Aquinas’ five ways of exploring and having a rational belief in God. They 

are all quite deeply philosophical answers, but they do bear some thinking about for us as 

ordinary believers:   

1. First, Aquinas observed that all noticeable motion in the universe had to start 

somewhere, therefore there had to be an original or prime mover, which Aquinas 

calls the ‘unmoved mover’.   
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2. Aquinas observed that although the chain of cause and effect seems to be infinite 

there has to be an original cause, which he calls the ‘uncaused cause’.    

3.  Aquinas declared that the existence of contingent beings, that is, beings who rely on 

some previous being for their existence, means that there has to be a prime or first 

being. All contingent beings must inevitably proceed from a being whose existence 

relies on nothing else.                                                                   

4.  Aquinas declared that the existence of so much goodness and love in the world 

indicates a primal being of goodness. Therefore. goodness and love must proceed 

from a self-sufficient source of ultimate goodness and love.                                                                                                                              

5. Aquinas observed that the non-conscious or ‘non-brain-functioning’ aspects of 

creation in our world behave so purposefully and according to definite natural laws 

that they must imply an intelligent universal creative principle. 

 The deep structural method of Thomas Aquinas’ argument is much the same across all five 

of his theses. When you look closely at the universe, it doesn’t just explain itself, but it does 

cry out for a deeper explanation. But, however attractive and relatively simple Aquinas’ five 

points are, and, though they are to me, moderately convincing opening arguments for the 

existence of God, we must concede right from the start that God’s existence can never be 

completely provable or alternatively disprovable. 

In reality, such reasoning from philosophical first principles, like Thomas Aquinas does, is 

not the main way that the great majority of people come to a sense of a rational belief in 

the existence of God. It is indeed one of the central mysteries of the human condition that 

all truth, like all life, requires a dynamic balance.                                                                                    

To be true, all truths involve a balance of known truths. This balance is always dynamic, in 

other words, all truths are, and must be, open to change. All truths are culturally and 

scientifically conditional.                                                                                                                               

No truth can be really true if pursued in isolation from other balancing truths. The great 

fanatics of history typically obsess over one particular intellectual commitment or belief, 

and because this belief is pursued exclusively and irrespective of other necessary balancing 

beliefs, it ceases therefore to be a truth. For instance, Nazism began with a fanatic love of 

country and an obsession with national pride. Such love of country in itself is not a bad 

thing, but without all the other balancing and limiting truths that should constrain it, such 

as the recognition that all other nations usually love their own country too, or the reality 

that almost all countries have a mixed cultural and racial history that has happened over 

centuries, and thus such rabid nationalism makes no ultimate sense and becomes an 

insanity of itself.                                                                                                                                    

Similarly, Communism began with the seemingly laudable desire for equality that was both 

social and financial and desired to release and even out all property ownership. But, sadly, 

if you are willing to enslave and slaughter those who disagree with you, or who get in the 

way of what you see as progress, which is precisely what the leaders of Communism 

worldwide inevitably did, then Communism becomes a lived evil. 



Rationality is one way the mind approaches truth. But this is not the one and only limit of 

the human person’s search for truth. In isolation from all other human faculties, rationality 

can become a cult of hyper-rationality and thus ultimately becomes irrational.  

An all too common example of this was seen in the awful mosque massacre in New Zealand 

last Friday where a few people stated if the Muslims hadn’t been allowed to migrate, then 

they wouldn’t have been shot! This form of very skewed truth is often blithely used by the 

gun lobby in some form or other in order to trivialize the dangers of open gun ownership. 

You may easily and quite truthfully be able to describe in detail how a finger pulling a 

trigger of a particular gun fires a bullet which then kills a person and that is all the 

explanation needed to explain why that person died. It may be a true explanation, but it is 

far from a complete explanation as to how and why the person died. We haven’t discussed 

firstly why the gun was there and available in the first place, or secondly what was the 

intention of the person pulling the trigger, or thirdly whether the person was there by 

mischance or was the actual target, and finally it doesn’t discuss the possible issues of  

public safety and the morality of gun laws which may or may not have been already in place 

to limit gun access and ownership.                                                                                                        

Let us consider another example, the limits of rationality in choosing a life partner. This we 

know is one of the most important and life-changing decisions we can make. There is no 

mathematical set of theorems or algebraic formulations that can decide who would be the 

best partner for any of us to choose using definable rational factors. Though that is what 

some internet dating sites claim to offer! Instead, most people happen, almost by chance, 

to somehow literally bump into the people they end up being married or partnered to. By 

some non-rational, seemingly serendipitous process, they fall in love and they marry or 

they form a committed relationship with the other, and hopefully that choice was right 

enough to enable them staying together through the good and bad times that happen in all 

relationships. Dare I suggest it, but, if you had not happened to meet your current partner 

and fallen in love with him or her, then there would certainly have been another person 

you may have eventually met and fallen in love with. Divorce and remarriage statistics 

certainly bear that out. There are probably countless possible partners for any one person 

worldwide. However, the person you have chosen is hopefully the right one at the time for 

the way your life has evolved. Human beings fall in love.  

The decision to commit may be rational, but reason is only a small part of the process. Here 

are several other possible determining factors. First, there is the inexplicable and very 

subjective reality of the physical chemistry of romance and attraction. Secondly, there can 

be strong parental pressure as to whom they think is suitable and appropriate for you to 

marry. Thirdly, there can be equally strong religious pressure and cultural requirements as 

to whom you are expected to marry, and finally, there are also the limiting factors of time 

and geography and opportunity that define who you may possibly meet.                                                                                                            

As with other belief systems in life, such as sporting team-mania and political belief, the 

preceding examples go to show that a rational belief in God may be a part of, but it is 



certainly not all that makes sense to you in having faith as you start your journey of belief in 

God. This journey may begin for you right from the cradle by being born into an already 

formed family faith environment or the journey of faith may start much later when the urge 

for personal spiritual meaning and belief becomes something deeply urgent to which you 

need to respond. 


